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About This Game

Story Background

The daughter of a nightclub owner ask you for help to bring down their competitor. You need to sneak into the competitor's
nightclub and spray the dancing girls inside with water.

Gameplay

This game adopt first-person view. Control the main character to move and spray from a proper angle. Once you completely wet
a girl's clothes, your task is complete.

Features

 The unique first-person spray game

 Sweet, sexy girls' hot dance moves

 Irresistible temptations of girls' wet body

 Unique and uncommon, play only once and it will be unforgettable!
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Best experience

The most important highlight of the game is to watch the girls dancing in the stage 3 and 7 in free mode!
Lovely and sexy girls, varying dance styles, dynamic dance music, ambient lighting flashing to the rhythm of the dance music.

Together they create a nightclub atmosphere. This is the core experience this the game will bring to players!

When the famous violinist Lindsey Stirling played her violin in the New York subway, no one passing had stopped. However it's
not because the audience couldn't understand the music! Rather, it's because beautiful musics needs a bit of foil. Energetic

beautiful girls, brisk dance moves, good expressions, warm and quiet environment, These all greatly enhance the experience of
listening to music!

The dance moves used in the game are generated by capturing real girls' motion while they are dancing some of the world's most
popular dance moves, and the animation itself is top quality! However, if there isn't any foils, the experience will not be good.

For the best experience, keep the following in mind:

1. Graphics card should be Nvidia GTX970 or better;

2. Display: Monitor needs to have a resolution of 1920*1080 or higher, supports sRGB or better, and is 23 inches or
larger. Curved monitors are even better;

3. Run the game in full screen mode;

4. The environment should be dim and quiet;

5. Bose QC20 noise canceling headphones or better;

6. The game volume must be large enough;
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Title: Wet Girl
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Wet Girl
Publisher:
Shoot Girl
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7 64-bit or higher

Processor: Intel i3 4160T or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT720 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Russian
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I want to refund my time. This game is great but needs a posing tool with clothing options for dressing\/undressing girls.. it was
fun until the 8th girl which is a DLC. and like you have read before sorry, you sexual attack a woman and then undress her
against her will then\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665her.. Honestly i don't even know where to begin, this game is truly
a gem compared to the RPG's and the indie games that steam is plagued with nowadays, It has a story that sucks you right in and
makes you feel a variety of emotions. The artwork is absolutely stunning and i believe the audio is very accurate. the physics
engine is absolutely perfect and true to life. The DLC was absolutely amazing and added to what i thought was an already
perfect story.i can spend hours playing this visual masterpiece of a game that is truly a work of art. The game is also very
helpful at training E-sports professionals (such as myself) with their aim. Overall this game is a suitable replacement for a real
girlfriend and the gaping hole in my heart.

Overall nice tiddies 10\/10. I should say something about how bizarre the last stage is and how the caption is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. Is it kind of rapey? Yea. Does this game objectify women? You betcha. However, this game
relies heavily on Achievement Completion. I've never really had such an urge to 100% a game since Modern Warfare 2. One by
one, I got all three stars on each stage. My patience was tested when I had to sit through all seven stages in free play to get all the
other achievements. I would be lying if I said I didn't think of exiting out. But I stood tall, and at the end of this grueling process,
became triumphant. Finally, after finding out how to download stage 8, I endured through the whole stage knowing the
achievement was within reach. After what had felt like months using the love egg, I knew I finally beat the game.
For what this game is, I cannot recommend it enough. The price is fair, and it gives the player a sense of achievement after
completing it, sort of like Banjo Kazooie or Mario Oddysey. This game emits a sense of nostalgia, and brings back a time where
video games weren't just an annual shooter or another lazy battle royale. It's a much needed refreshment and I can see this game
becoming the next big thing.
And for what it's worth, the tiddie physics is 10\/10.. If you're someone who looks for anime-styled game that's also somehow
lewd but is overally nicely made then turn your backs and go away because this game's not like this. You're better off buying
"AKIBA'S TRIP" or any of the "Nekopara" games than this.

However, if you're someone who enjoys things like anime called "I Want You To Make a Disgusted Face and Show Me Your
Underwear" and just want something to fap to, then this might be something for you.

The good things about this game:

Normal stages are matching game's description perfectly and there's literally nothing more than that so you
know what to expect.

The anime aesthetics aren't bad.

The moves of the dancers actually vary by stage. It isn't really noticeable when you're busy spraying them in
normal mode tho.

Achivements are easy to unlock. Normal levels are very easy and other half of the achivements just requires you
to play the free mode until it ends.

The cards are rather cheap so they're nice level booster, if you care about that.The bad things:

You are in some kind of club, surrounded by unfinished, completly black models of what appears to be
hairless and naked girls that know just one dance move. It's just creepy, especially once guards get added
later on as they have normal models and the contrast between them and the club's visitors is just
unsetting.
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The free mode you unlock after getting 3 stars on all stages doesn't let you change water-gun liquid,
which means that you can't use color-removing water on the first girl (who's also the best girl) or use the
milk on girls from stages 2-7.

The mentioned color-removing liquid you get for some reason can't remove color of the panties.

The lack of liquid selection isn't the free mode's only problem. It ends once the girl's done dancing.

The girls aren't facing you in the free mode and their angle changes over time so you can't just sit down
and watch, you need to more around if you want the best views which might be a bit annoying if one of
your hands is already busy.

All girls have the same body type. They aren't awful, even if their breasts look a bit too squished, but
some variety would be nice.

Neither the badges, nor the wallpapers or emotes are actually nice looking and are basically cards-crystal
fodder.

The 8th stage you get from free dlc involves you drugging and kidnapping a girl just to nut in her but for
whatever reason the actual sex scene happens offscreen. In the stage, you're just using the egg to make
her wet, there are 2 more arts shown that indicate that you're removing her lingerie and that's about it.
You can't even use the other sex-toy that's shown in the top right. Clearly a scam. There are some recent
news about how the dev wants to add something to the 8th stage but we'll see about that. For now, it's
nothing special.

The pink haired girl who's acting your guide is shown in lingerie later on, saying that you're about to
have some feast but that never happens. Even bigger disapoinment than the 8th stage.Overall, I'd only
recommend buying this game if it's on discount. 1 Euro is a bit too much for what this games has to
offer.. best game out must buy
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I CAN'T Control my HAAAAANDDDDD!!!!!!
I rate this game 69\/69. This game I recommend to all friends to beat this game without using hand on mouse. Use only foot to
handle mouse.
LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOLLLLLLLL!!!!!!. Definitely recommended, one of the best FPS game out there. The main
game is mostly suggestive but the free DLC is fully adult only which is quite nice. It's very nice for cheap, especially when I got
this for 50 cents. Finished it and card farmed it in about a half hour or so, or whatever it says I played this game for when I post
this review. Oh yeah and I finished the whole game with the Steam controller too, haha.. pretty fun time waster, dance moves a
fluid, stage 8 was hot. And also funny XD (my god people drawings dont have feelings calm down sjws). best 59 cents i spent in
my life. Well... Why did I buy it? and ... why did I like it?
I just know it was worth it.. its nerf or nothin
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